
 

 
Ukulele Adventures with Richard Gilewitz 

Check schedule for UK dates in April and May 
Sponsored by Stones Music 

 

These event feature 6-and 12-string acoustic guitarist Richard Gilewitz, a veteran performer and 

entertainer who challenged himself to learn one of today’s most popular stringed instruments: the ukulele. 
As he shares his journey, Richard applies his honed techniques of fingerstyle guitar, such as banjo style 

picking patterns, classical arpeggios, tapping and harmonics, as well as a rhythmic and percussive 

approach. He demonstrates the art of finger substitution when mapping out a piece that will aid in the 
fluidity of the music. Throughout the event, Richard will offer tips and encouragement for ukulele players 

from 2 to 92, showing off the flexibility of the instrument and incorporating heaps of fun during the 

process.   
 

Richard will also cover a rhythmic expansion with triplets, along with a better understanding of the world 

of 16ths, to create syncopation. A samba feel- here and there- will bring the attendees’ music to life 

during this hands-on experience.  Dynamic attacks, note treatments and a simple guide to smoother chord 
transfers will be touched upon, along with a window in on the exploration of the creative process 

accomplished through simple trial and error and the very basics of theory.  A ukulele band in the making 

will occur in under two hours and all those who attend will leave the event with a newfound confidence in 
playing the ukulele. 

 

His approach is simple; one that breaks down the learning process into sections that build upon each other 
and will expand any player’s world. No matter if you are just learning ukulele or have played guitar and 

want to add another instrument to your repertoire, you will be guided by Richard as you follow him on 

this Ukulele Adventure.  

 
Recognized in the international field as a compelling performer Richard has brought to the stage for the 

past 35 years an entertaining show teeming with sounds of folk, traditional, blues, Americana, and 

classical while topping off songs with stories about his adventures of a touring musician.  He is known for 
consistently fascinating listeners with his 6 and 12-string finger gymnastics in a unique voice that 

includes the expanse of his influences that brings a fresh impression to the listener. 

 

As a master teacher, Richard has conducted global guitar workshops for the past 25 years and teaches at 
his Traveling GillaCamp Guitar Workshop as well during private master classes and Skype sessions.  His 

annual Florida GillaCamp Guitar Workshop, a 2-day experience, is routinely attended by players from all 

points. Richard is a contributing writer for Acoustic Magazine, the L2PNetwork, and other trade journals. 
He is published by Mel Bay Publications and has released several interactive videos with TrueFire.com. 

He has also released seven recordings. 

 
More information can be found on his website at www.richardgilewitz.com 

 

According to 20th Century Guitar Magazine, "A powerhouse of eclectic guitar styles and genres, 

Gilewitz wears his influences well."  
 

"Ear-boggling" The Washington Post 

 
“He seems to embody the traditional values of the guitar and shows what can be accomplished when you 

do.” Option Magazine  

 
"His complex, energetic originals have made Gilewitz popular on the festival and club circuits as a solo 

performer." Guitar Player Magazine 


